
Stand up and change  
the way you work

New ideas and innvoation appear in work- 
environments where you can combine 
work and creativity in a senseful manner. 
DerFlipper supports this vision by offering 
the opportunity to be used as a whiteboard, 
standing table and playtable. This allows to 
take different perspectives on new ideas.

In the age of digitalization there are more 
and more complex problems and challen-
ges. Users have a higher demand on user 
centric solutions with great user experience. 
Thats why we need new ways of thinking 
and doing.
New working tools like DerFlipper boost 
innovative methods that allow multidis-
ciplinary teams to specify problems and 
needs better and create more user centered 
solutions. To use the full potential of DerFlip-
per we also provide the tools, addons and 
methods.

More Info:  
DerFlipper.com

Delivery

Contact

DerFlipper is handcrafted in Halle 
(Saale). Ask for delivery time.

Peter Mayer 
peter@yourinspiration.de
www.derflipper.com
Phone.: +49 152 54082257



How does DerFlipper ch-
ange the working world? 

To develop new ideas there has to be an 
open culture towards new things. 
Thinking out of the box, asking critical 
questions, prototyping and game stor-
ming are several examples. DerFlipper 
supports that mission by offering several 
perspectives. He connects people who 
otherwise only collaborate online. But as 
we all know, sometimes personal connec-
tion and tangible actions like Post-It‘s or 
a real drawing is what connects us. With 
the nexboard from our partner nexenio we 
remove boundaries between online and 
offline collaboration and offer new ways of 
collaboration.

functional surface
writable and magnetic for team 
brainstormings

platform for collaboration
collaborate with up to 8 people 
online and offline by combining 
TheFlipper and nexboard

adjustable surface
for presentation of collaborative 
working results

vertically adjustable 
for collaboration, sitting and stan-
ding 

mobility
moves easily  through doors and 
in the elevator

customizable working sur-

face 

choose freely color and logo


